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Indirect reciprocity (IR) is a key mechanism to understand cooperation
among unrelated individuals. It involves reputations and complex information processing, arising from social interactions. By helping someone,
individuals may improve their reputation, which may be shared in a population and change the predisposition of others to reciprocate in the future.
The reputation of individuals depends, in turn, on social norms that
define a good or bad action, offering a computational and mathematical
appealing way of studying the evolution of moral systems. Over the years,
theoretical and empirical research has unveiled many features of cooperation
under IR, exploring norms with varying degrees of complexity and information requirements. Recent results suggest that costly reputation spread,
interaction observability and empathy are determinants of cooperation
under IR. Importantly, such characteristics probably impact the level of complexity and information requirements for IR to sustain cooperation. In this
review, we present and discuss those recent results. We provide a synthesis
of theoretical models and discuss previous conclusions through the lens of
evolutionary game theory and cognitive complexity. We highlight open
questions and suggest future research in this domain.
This article is part of the theme issue ‘The language of cooperation: reputation
and honest signalling’.

1. Introduction
From evolutionary biology to economics, cooperation in human populations
has been regarded as a paradox and a challenge [1–3]. People cooperate
when donating money to charity, sharing food, helping a co-worker with an
arduous task or informing an outsider about the direction to a city location.
Beyond small gestures, essential institutions such as social security, public
health systems and courts depend on the willingness of citizens to contribute
to a public good, that is, to cooperate. Despite being widespread and socially
desirable, cooperation often entails individual costs to provide a benefit to
others, suggesting a paradox and a challenge that can be summarized in two
key questions: How did cooperative behaviour evolve? How can cooperation be leveraged and sustained in situations where people may still defect? Studying the
evolutionary dynamics of cooperation may provide answers to these questions.
In particular, learning about the evolutionary dynamics of cooperation can also
unveil the reasons behind persistent defection, leaving us in a better position to
solve contemporary problems by testing effective policies. Climate change [4,5],
polarization [6,7], out-group hostility [8–10], corruption [11] and poverty traps
[12] are certainly challenges that remind us how global cooperation (or often its
absence) affects human welfare.
Several mechanisms were proposed to explain the evolution of cooperation [3].
When individuals interact repeatedly, direct reciprocity—I cooperate with you and you
cooperate with me—is a key cooperation enabler [13–16]. Cooperation is also
© 2021 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
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observed between unrelated individuals that did not interact
directly in the past nor expect to meet again in the future. In
such contexts, the human capacity to establish reputation
systems provides fundamental insights into cooperation [17–25].
Reputations and social norms can work as instruments of a
self-organizing process of cooperation, a combination that lies at
the heart of indirect reciprocity (IR) [26–29]. Simply stated, and
as summarized in figure 1, IR suggests that the action of Alice
towards Bob depends on what Bob did to Carol in the past.
How to judge the action of Alice? Answering that is not straightforward. Thousands of assessment rules can be mathematically
formulated and used to evaluate Alice’s action. Each of these
rules is often called a social norm [27,30] and involves a moral
judgement [26,29,31]. These norms vary in how robustly they
sustain cooperation and, importantly, how complex they are
[32]. The complexity of social norms, together with the information processing and communication skills required for IR,
make this, perhaps, the most elaborated and cognitively
demanding mechanism discovered so far. IR is said to stand
in the origin of human language [27]—gossiping [33,34], a fundamental requirement for the spread of reputations, requires
skilful communication mechanisms and has pervaded human
social life since pre-historic times [35]. IR entails cognitive complexity (as also studied in other papers in the present theme
issue [36]). But how can we quantify the complexity associated
with IR? And why does complexity matter?
Here, we provide a synthesis of theoretical concepts used to
understand the intricate ecologies created by reputation-based
strategies and norms in IR. We provide an introduction on
how reputation-based cooperation can be assessed through
mathematical and computational models combining game
theory and Darwin’s theory of natural selection [37,38]. We navigate through the history of IR models, noting that previous
works advance social norms with varying levels of cooperation
and complexity. Different social norms reveal sensitivity to
specific environments: costly reputation spread [39–41], interaction observability [42–44] and empathy [45,46] are examples
of determinants for cooperation recently explored resorting to
IR models. With a particular focus on cognitive complexity
[32,36,47–49] and resorting to a complexity measure presented
recently [32], we discuss those results, provide a summary of
recent conclusions and point to future research avenues.

2. Modelling indirect reciprocity
The dilemma of altruistic cooperation that underlies most
IR models can be captured by the so-called donation game

(for exceptions see [50,51]). This game is played by pairs of
individuals, one of them being the potential provider of
help (donor) to the other (recipient). The donor may
cooperate (C) and help the recipient at a cost c, conferring a
benefit b to the recipient (with b > c greater than 0). The
donor can also decide not to help (defect, D), in which case
no one pays any costs nor distributes any benefits. The paradox and challenges of cooperation mentioned above become
clear: cooperating involves a cost (c > 0), yet it improves social
welfare (b > c). For IR to solve this cooperation conundrum,
information regarding individuals’ actions (reputation)
needs to be available in a population and donors are required
to discriminate based on that information. In this regard,
reputations are attributed following social norms (or assessment rules [26,52]) and reputation discrimination is
implemented through cooperation strategies (or action rules
[26,52])—figure 2. Each social norm defines the dynamics of
reputation assessment, which in turn impacts the pay-off
obtained by each strategy and, consequently, their representation in the population. Just as fit traits spread through
natural selection, models of IR often resort to evolutionary
game theory [37,38] and assume that strategies or norms
leading to higher fitness (as measured by performance in
the mentioned donation game) will spread in the population.
In theory, the complexity of social norms, that is, the
amount of information processed to assess the reputation of
an individual, is limitless. The simplest social norms are of
(so-called) first-order, relying only on information about an
individual’s cooperative or defective action. Next, there are
the so-called second-order norms [19,53–62]. Such norms
attribute a new reputation to the donor (G or B), given information on the reputation of the recipient (G or B) and the
action of the donor (C or D). This implies the existence of sixteen (up to) second-order social norms. Popular examples
studied in the past are shunning [56,63] (an individual is G
only if cooperates with a G opponent), stern-judging [64,65]
(an individual is G if cooperates with a G opponent or defects
with a B opponent) and simple-standing (SS) [54,56,66] (an
individual is G if cooperates or if defects with a B opponent).
Third-order social norms further require information on the
reputation of the donor [30,67,68]. By including memory, it
is possible to consider fourth-order social norms that also
include past reputations [32]. This space of (up to) fourthorder social norms is represented in figure 2. Given these
definitions of strategies and social norms, a lot of research
has been devoted to understanding which norms are stable
and guarantee high levels of cooperation across environments. In the last years, proposed IR systems and social
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Figure 1. IR enables cooperation between unrelated individuals. (1) An individual (A, in green) cooperates with another (B, in red). (2) Within a population,
observers (e.g. C, in blue) assess A’s action, possibly taking into account the reputation of B, and share that information with others (e.g. gossiping to grey
neighbours). (3) Information about A’s previous behaviour may influence the behaviour of others with respect to A in the future. Depending on the social
norms that communities employ, IR can stabilize cooperation. (Online version in colour.)
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Figure 2. Norms and strategies in IR. IR involves two key decision-making rules: strategies, also known as action rules, and social norms, also known as assessment
rules. As the strategy table above illustrates (a), in a binary world where reputations are either good (G) or bad (B), strategies discriminate based on recipients’
recent and previous reputation and the donors’ own reputation. Social norms (b) discriminate based on the donor’s action (cooperate, C, or defect, D), the donor’s
reputation (G or B) and the recipient’s recent and previous reputation (G or B). In the strategy table, the first (second) row corresponds to the action by a donor with
a G (B) reputation. Each column corresponds to a pair of the current and previous reputation of the recipient. As such, the first column corresponds to a recipient that
is currently G and was G in the past; the last column represents a recipient that is currently B yet was G immediately before. Likewise, in the social norm table, each
entry corresponds to the new reputation of a donor (G or B) that, according to the columns, has a G or B reputation and decided to C or D with a recipient. Rows
correspond to each possible pair of current and previous reputation of that recipient. Such a simplified space of strategies and social norms configures 28 possible
strategies and 216 possible social norms [32]. (Online version in colour.)
norms reveal varying degrees of complexity, as the next
section elucidates.

3. A brief history of indirect reciprocity—and
how complex it should be
The concept of IR was first coined by Richard Alexander [29],
according to whom systems of IR synthesize the altruism of
moral behaviour and the selfishness postulated by evolutionary biology. Those systems imply the continuous assessment
of actions employed by members of a society, by an ‘audience
of interested observers’. A few years later, Boyd and Richerson employed evolutionary game theory to analyse,
theoretically, the evolution of cooperation under IR [28].
They considered the existence of a chain—or stream—of
interaction between individuals. An individual may help or
ignore the person immediately down in that stream. In
addition, individuals have a binary reputation (good or
bad). IR appears here divided into two categories [52]:
vicarious reciprocity (downstream tit-for-tat): I help someone
with a good reputation, and misguided reciprocity (upstream
tit-for-tat): I help if I previously received help. The authors
concluded that downstream reciprocity is able to evolve
under a wider range of circumstances than upstream reciprocity. Recently, this conclusion was validated both in online
behavioural experiments [69] and through neuroimaging
experiments [70]—despite evidence also supporting misguided IR in daily life situations [71]. It is important to note
the different information constraints posed by these two
types of IR: downstream IR requires that individuals know
how others behaved in the past, whereas upstream IR
simply requires information about what happened to the
self. In the former case, individuals’ reputation results directly
from their actions: if one helps, one gets a good reputation; if

one refuses to help, he/she gets a bad reputation. Only
information about donors’ action is required.
Following the same assessment scheme, Nowak & Sigmund
[72,73] employed a set of computer simulations to study the viability of cooperation under IR. They coined the term image score
(IS) to denote the reputation of an individual. As before,
cooperation leads to an increase in the (public) IS, whereas
defection decreases that score. The actions employed by
agents are conditioned to the image level of their peers. In this
set-up, the authors concluded that cooperation can be maintained, as discriminating strategies are stable to some extent.
These results were validated in experiments conducted by
Wedekind & Milinski [74], where individuals tended to help
those who previously were generous to others. Seinen &
Schram [20] confirmed that IR plays an important role in fostering cooperation, showing that participants discriminate based
on information about their opponents’ previous behaviours.
Under the evaluation scheme implied by IS, individuals that
refuse helping peers with bad reputations will get a bad reputation. As a result, conditional cooperators will themselves be
refused help, which seems at odds with evidence that humans
value those that retaliate against defectors [75–78]. It was also
shown that cooperation under this norm diminishes once
errors [79], low mutation rates [55], low drift or high cooperation
costs [54] are considered. Motivated by some of these fragilities,
Leimar and Hammerstein analysed theoretically a new form of
assessment, different from IS: standing [54,66]. Standing postulates that only unjustified defections should lead to a bad
reputation. Defection is justified if the recipient has a bad reputation. Justifying defections proved to be essential to stabilize
overall cooperation. Experimentally, Bolton et al. showed that
the availability of information about opponents enables IR
and, remarkably, second-order information (i.e. information
about the partners’ previous partners’ reputation) further
enhances cooperation [19]. Standing entails, however, a more
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The previous results reveal an important and significant
research effort dedicated to uncovering the social norms that
can evolve and sustain cooperation across different domains.
Social norms with increasing complexity are discussed. Importantly, recent results stress how particular settings affect the
efficiency of norms. Different environment and individuals’
characteristics probably impact the level of complexity and
information required for IR to sustain cooperative behaviours.
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(a) Costly reputation spread
Despite constituting a promising way of eliciting cooperation,
IR requires that individuals share their experiences with
others, a process that may be costly. Most previous models
assume that reputation spread depends on exogenous factors
[87]. In reality, however, accessing the information about a private interaction relies on the decision of the individuals
involved who may be willing to share (or not) the information.
For example, in e-commerce or on online community platforms
[88], private interactions occur, and individuals are supposed
to provide information about their opponents’ actions. When
information sharing is costly (cost here may simply translate
in time spent providing such information), and devoid of any
incentives, reporting is hardly fulfilled by rational agents,
such that the system of IR—and consequently cooperation—
may collapse. Moreover, situations where individuals may
profit from deceitful communication may further undermine
cooperation under IR, as discussed by Számadó et al. [62]; in
these contexts it is fundamental to understand how to maintain
honest gossiping (as investigated in the present theme issue [89–
92]). Reputation spread constitutes a second-order free-rider
problem: everyone would benefit from IR, yet its maintenance
is costly, and it is tempting to avoid the burden [3]. This
dilemma is highlighted in [40]. In this context, Sasaki et al.
show that pre-assessment of individuals that fail to share reputations can stabilize both cooperation and the willingness to
contribute to the costly reputation system [37]. Likewise, in
[39], it is shown that anticipating which individuals in the population are willing to pay a cost to share reputations provides an
escape to the second-order dilemma of costly reputation spread.
Once again, assessing complexity in IR is likely to play an
important role in this domain: (i) how do complex social
norms (and strategies) impact the willingness of an individual
to follow them to share the reputations of others? and (ii) how
to guarantee that individuals can anticipate that others are
likely to share the outcome of their interactions?

(b) Interaction observability and private interactions
Private reputation systems, and the possibility that individuals
disagree in what concerns others’ reputations are relevant
aspects that can affect cooperation under particular norms.
This was noted by Uchida & Sasaki [42,43], showing that, particularly under stern-judging, errors in reputation assessment
can lead to disagreements in the population about individuals’
reputations, which can ultimately undermine cooperation. On
top of disagreements, private reputations can also underlie the
emergence of antagonist groups [93]. Such disagreements in
moral judgements can result from differences in cultures and
contexts, as discussed in the present theme issue [94]. The challenges associated with private reputations were also recently
studied by Hilbe et al., in a work revealing that most leadingeight social norms lose stability in the context of private reputations systems [44]. Consistent standing, one of the most complex
leading-eight norms (figure 3) is the most stable norm in this context [44]. This research line also stresses the need to explicitly
consider complexity measures in IR: (i) given that reputation
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4. Recent and future research

Of particular importance are costly reputation spread, interaction observability and empathy. Each of these
characteristics suggests new research avenues, where, as we
shall discuss, it becomes relevant to consider the complexity
and information requirements associated with IR.
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complex judgement. In this case, information about recipients’
reputation is required. Subsequent laboratory experiments
revealed that standing poses adoption challenges related to limited working memory and the need to keep track of a large chain
of information of donors’ previous partners [58].
In 2004, Ohtsuki & Iwasa [30,67] derived a comprehensive
analytical apparatus to study (up to) third-order social norms
that allowed for the evolutionary stability of strategies able to
foster cooperation within infinite well-mixed populations.
They concluded that eight norms fit that role: the so-called
leading eight (to which group standing also belongs). Simultaneously, Brandt & Sigmund [79,80] studied the interplay
between cooperation, defection and a discriminating strategy,
under the adoption of different social norms and considering
noise in the form of execution (or implementation) errors.
Norms and strategies can at this point rely on three layers
of information: donors’ action, donors’ reputation and recipient’s reputation. The leading-eight norms, however, reveal a
varying degree of complexity: one can find simple norms
that ignore the donors’ reputation (such as SS and sternjudging) and more complex rules (such as standing or
judging). These norms were also referred to as L1 to L8
norms [44,52]. More recently, the advantages of third-order
information were stressed in [68], where authors focus on a
norm named staying (that is, assess the donor following IS
when the recipient is good and keep the donor reputation
when the recipient is bad, regardless of the action performed). Consistent standing, another leading eight, seems
particularly robust in private reputation systems [44]. With
consistent standing, there is only one action, in each possible
context, that allows a donor to recover a good reputation;
importantly, consistent standing assigns a good (bad) reputation to bad individuals that cooperate (defect) with bad
(more details in figure 3). IR becomes more complex.
The idea that selection can operate on social norms suggests
that different communities can employ different assessment
modules, with consequent different levels of success in sustaining cooperation. Pacheco et al. analysed a multi-level model
where norms and strategies co-evolve at different scales [64,83]:
intra-tribe strategy dynamics is combined with an inter-tribe
social norm proliferation. While the successful strategies are imitated within a tribe, the social norms that confer high levels of
fitness allow one tribe to impose this norm over others. Importantly, this model (as well as others [44,84–86]) allows us to
study not only cooperation levels under a fixed social norm,
but also how different norms—and the own IR system—can
evolve. It was shown that stern-judging, one of the leadingeight norms, is able to emerge as a successful norm. While
allowing for the emergence of (up to) third-order assessment
rules, the prevailing one is merely of second-order: complex
norms do not necessarily translate into success [32].
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Figure 3. The complexity of strategies and social norms. Under IR, and even in a world of binary reputations and decisions, social norms and strategies can rely on
arbitrarily large information sets and encapsulate arbitrarily complex decision-making rules. The level of information used can be captured by the order of social
norms, which translates the number of information layers that a norm can use: 0th-order norms prescribe unconditional judgements, such as everyone is good (all
good); 1st-order norms discriminate based on the donor’s action—such as the well-known IS norm that assigns G only when donors cooperate; 2nd-order norms
include information about the recipient’s reputation; 3rd-order norms include information about the donor’s reputation; and finally, 4th-order norms include information about the previous reputation of the recipient [32]. Naturally, other sources of information could be considered (e.g. [81]), possibly expanding a norms’ order
beyond the 4th. Order is represented by the rows in the panel above. Within each set of norms with a given order, information can be combined to formulate
judgements with a variable degree of complexity (columns). Relying on the binary value of reputations and actions, we capture complexity through the so-called
Boolean complexity [32,48]. In the figure, we provide a visualization according to the layout of strategy and social norm tables represented in figure 2. Following the
method of Karnaugh maps [82], the complexity of norms and strategies can be determined by counting the number of blocks of size 2k ‘G’s or ‘Cs’, until all coloured
cells are covered and where k is chosen to be as large as possible and blocks can overlap: each block of 2k ‘G’s or ‘Cs’ increases the complexity of norms by 4 − k and
strategies by 3 − k. (Online version in colour.)
disagreement is harmful, how likely are they to exist as a function
of social norm complexity? (ii) private reputation systems
assume that each individual can possibly keep a different
record on everyone else in the population—how is that impacted
by limited memory and cognitive abilities? and (iii) what type of
synchronization mechanisms (e.g. gossip [33,34,89–92] or broadcast institutions [95]) can be both simple to be widely used and
contribute for reputations to become homogeneous?

(c) Empathy
The previous challenges of private reputation systems are
alleviated if individuals are empathetic when judging

others, as recently pointed out by Radzvilavicius et al. [45].
Empathy, here, means that individuals are able to place themselves in the donors’ shoes, when judging their behaviours.
Technically, this implies that observers use the information
that donors had when they decided to cooperate or defect
with the recipient. In opposition, egocentric observers use
their own information to judge donors. Judging donors
empathetically contributes to reducing the disagreements
that undermine cooperation in private reputation systems.
Considering individuals’ cognitive abilities explicitly and
measuring IR complexity seems here fruitful, as well: how
to inspire empathetic judgements, knowing that requires
that individuals place themselves in others’ shoes and
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Measuring complexity in IR poses empirical and technical
challenges. On the one hand, it requires understanding how
humans learn and apply subjective logic rules and which
rule-representations can capture the characteristics inherent
to that process. On the other hand, it is desirable to adopt a
measure of complexity that can systematically be applied to
the large space of social norms and strategies in IR (as in
fourth order, figure 2). The order of a norm (as introduced
in §2) can be conceived as an incipient complexity measure:
first-order norms require less (and/or more readily accessible) information than, say, second- or third-order norms.
Within a given order, however, norms can vary in how
complexly information is used to assign new reputations.
In economics, in the context of repeated games, the complexity of strategies is often captured by translating them to
state automata and counting the number of elements (states
or transitions) in such representation [47,97–100]. In fact,
recent results reveal that state-complexity (i.e. number of
states in the corresponding automata) translate how difficult
it is for humans to use a given strategy [47]. The difficulty of
using a complex strategy is typically operationalized through
complexity costs, associating strategy usage with a cost proportional to its complexity [47,98,100]. Technically, however,
it can become unfeasible to systematically translate all IR
social norms to an automaton and visually count its states.
An alternative consists in regarding norms and strategies
as Boolean functions that, when evaluated as true, will assign
a good reputation or cooperate [32]. This approach naturally
takes advantage of the fact that models of IR often consider
binary reputations and binary actions. As a result, each
layer of information used by strategies and norms can be conceived as a Boolean (logic) variable that can acquire two
values: good/cooperate (true) or bad/defect ( false). In the following, we assume that the (A)ction of the donor is
represented by variable A, the current (R)eputation of the
(D)onor is represented by RD, the (A)ctual (R)eputation of
the recipient is represented by RA and the (P)revious (R)eputation of the recipient is captured by RP. Again, these
variables have value true (good or cooperate) or false (bad
or defect). Let us exemplify this formalism: IS, a norm postulating that those that cooperate are good and those that defect
are bad, can be represented through the Boolean function
fIS(A, RD, RA, RP) = A. Note that if A is true (that is, the
action of the donor is C), the norm is evaluated to true,
which means that a G reputation is attributed. Likewise, the

6
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5. Complexity of human cooperation under
indirect reciprocity

norm SS, postulating that an individual is good if she
cooperates or if she defects against those that are bad, can
 ^ RA , where A
 repbe written as fSS (A, RD , RA , RP ) ¼ A _ A
resents the negation of A, _ represents the logic disjunction
(or) and ^ the logic conjunction (and). Following the same
principle, this function assigns a good reputation if the
 and the recipidonor cooperates (A) or if the donor defects A
ent is currently bad (RA ). Similarly, strategies can also be
written as logic formulae. The strategy Disc (discriminator,
that is, cooperate with the good and defect with the bad)
can be written as fDisc(RD, RA, RP) = RA. A stricter strategy,
named strict-discriminator (S-Disc), that only cooperates
with a recipient that is good now and was good in the past,
can be written as fSDisc (RD , RA , RP ) ¼ RA ^ RP .
Using this formalism, the complexity of norms and strategies
can conveniently be computed as the number of literals (that
is, logic variables or their negation) in their minimal logic for ^ RA , has three
mula. This way, fSS (A, RD , RA , RP ) ¼ A _ A

literals (A, A and RA ) and thereby a complexity of 3.
fSDisc (RD , RA , RP ) ¼ RA ^ RP has two literals (RA and RP) and
a complexity of 2. Importantly, this way of quantifying complexity, also known as Boolean complexity, was shown to provide a
relatively good heuristic of how easily humans can learn Boolean
concepts [48] (with some limitations pointed in [101]). Here, we
equate complexity to the number of literals in the minimal disjunctive normal form of a norm/strategy (see [32] or [101] for
a step-by-step guide of how to minimize logic formulae).
Though not unique, this choice is technically convenient: we
can apply readily available methods (e.g. the Quine–McCluskey
algorithm [101–103] or Karnaugh maps [82]) and software
implementations.
Figure 3 explicitly organizes strategies and norms in
terms of their order (rows) and complexity (columns). We
represent well-known third-order norms, most of them
already alluded to in §2—standing and judging [27,67], staying
[68], L4 [44,52] and consistent standing [44]—as well as the
most cooperative second-order norms—SS and stern-judging
[53,55,57]. We also highlight two fourth-order extensions of
judging: safe judging, that only assigns G to B donors if they
defect with recipients that are consistently B (by consistent
we mean here that present and past reputations are the
same); and strict judging, that only assigns G to donors that
cooperate with recipients that are consistently G. Social
norms are organized in a tabular format (figure 2), which
provides a compact representation while offering a means
to grasp, visually, their order and complexity. Norms of
first order have all entries of the left and the right eightentry blocks identical. Norms of second-order have four
four-entry blocks in each of which all entries are equal;
norms of third-order have eight two-entry blocks of this type.
Strategies are represented following a similar principle. In
figure 3, we represent the trivial, unconditional, strategy always
cooperate (AllC), the strategy discriminator (Disc, cooperate with
G and defect with B), strict-discriminator (S-Disc, cooperate
only with those consistently G), strict-or (S-Or, cooperate if
have a reputation B or if the opponent was consistently G) and
Parochial (cooperate if my opponent consistently has the exact
same reputation as me).
Measuring the complexity of social norms and strategies
allows us to apprehend which norms sustain high
cooperation levels while keeping simplicity. Other advantages of capturing the complexity of strategies under IR
include: (i) understanding how social norms vary in the
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consider their perspectives—which calls for high cognitive
abilities, such as theory of mind?
Over the last 30 years, works on IR debate social norms that
reveal particular strengths and limitations in different environments and, importantly, are characterized by varying degrees
of information requirements and complexity. Measuring IR’s
complexity requirements is likely to inspire new research at
the forefront of IR modelling, particularly in the domains of
costly reputation spread, private reputation systems and empathetic judgements. Furthermore, the performance of a complex
social norm may be constrained by human’s difficulty to follow
complex subjective rules [47–49,96]. A fundamental aspect
should then be discussed: how to measure complexity in IR?

stern judging
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judging
L4

cooperation ratio (h)
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standing

0.6

0.4

0.2
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10–1

1

complexity cost (g )

Figure 4. Strategies’ complexity costs and cooperation under different social
norms. Here, we represent the cooperation ratio (fraction of interactions that
lead to cooperation) given different social norms and complexity costs associated
with each strategy. We assume that individuals pay a cost proportional to the
complexity of each strategy (γ), on top of the costs/benefits associated with the
donation game played. We compare cooperation under judging (red, circles),
stern-judging (blue, pentagons), standing (grey, plus symbol) and L4 (green,
diamonds). We consider a population of Z = 50 individuals that can adopt
any of the strategies represented in figure 2. Initially, strategies are attributed
at random and, at each time-step, pairs of individuals (say, A and B) are
sampled; A adopts B’s strategy with probability 1=(1 þ e fA fB ), where fX is
the average pay-off of individual X obtained after playing against Z random
opponents [106]. After each interaction, public reputations are updated following
the corresponding social norm. With probability μ = 1/Z individuals adopt a
random strategy (mutation). Each run lasts for 105Z time-steps and results correspond to averages over the last 80% of time-steps of 200 runs. Execution,
assignment and assessment errors occur with a probability 0.01 [53]. Other
parameters: b = 5, c = 1. (Online version in colour.)
complexity of behaviours that they sustain, and (ii) how
robust is cooperation under a given norm when individuals
reveal difficulties in implementing complex strategies. The
feasibility of employing strategies of varying complexity in
repeated interactions has been operationalized through the
introduction of complexity costs [32,47,79,98,104,105]. Analogously, we provide in figure 4 a simple proof of concept of
how cooperation under IR depends on the feasibility of individuals to implement complex strategies.
To this end, we consider that individuals play a donation
game, possibly adopting any of the strategies in the strategyspace represented in figure 2. Besides the pay-off resulting from
the donation game, individuals using a strategy p will pay a
cost γκ( p), where κ( p) is the complexity associated with strategy
p and γ is the complexity cost factor considered. Figure 4 represents the cooperation ratio (i.e. fraction of actions that result
in cooperation) for four prototypical social norms, defined in
figure 3. We observe that norms react differently to complexity
costs: some norms lead to high levels of cooperation in the limit
of no complexity costs (γ = 0) (standing, judging and stern-judging),
whereas other norms promote intermediate levels of cooperation
even when individuals may find harder to implement more complex strategies (i.e. higher values of γ). The effectiveness of social
norms in promoting cooperation depends on individuals’
capacity to implement complex strategies.

7

In this paper, we review models and results on cooperation
under IR. We highlight works that, over the last 30 years, debated
which social norms—and in which contexts—sustain high levels
of cooperation. Multiple excellent reviews provide summaries of
research in IR [26,27,107,108]. Here, we stress the levels of complexity and information requirements implied in previous IR
works. By adopting a definition of social norm and strategy complexity based on Boolean complexity [32], we discuss previously
proposed norms in terms of their order, complexity and
cooperation level. Finally, we provide a proof of concept that
emphasizes how complexity costs in IR can fundamentally
alter the ranking of most cooperative social norms: different
assessment rules perform differently, depending on individuals’
ability to employ complex strategies.
We argue that measuring complexity in IR is advantageous for three extra reasons. First, it can guide research
towards a better understanding of which social norms and
strategies (that sustain cooperation) are likely to be (i) used
by humans at large, (ii) communicated easily and (iii) applied
without mistakes and prevail. After all, simple principles—
such as The Golden Rule—seem to stand the test of time.
Second, in line with Occam’s razor principle, measuring complexity can contribute to identify the simplest explanations
for the evolution of cooperation under IR. Third, in the context of online reputation systems—an area often associated
with IR [27,88,109]—simple norms can inspire easier rules
to attribute reputations, which are also easier to explain to
users and, potentially, to improve compliance.
Details on the complexity of social norms and strategies
under IR are provided in [32]. Departing from the concepts
here discussed, different directions can be followed in order
to improve our understanding of human complexity in IR.
First of all, the theoretical results presented suggest that
new field and laboratory experiments are carried out to
better understand the role of complexity costs in human
decision-making and reciprocity (such as in [47]). Second,
new experiments would also be beneficial to apprehend
how variations in strategy/norm logic representation, and
corresponding complexity measures, can better capture the
human difficulties in implementing specific behaviours in
IR. On top of the mentioned literature on finite state automata
[47,97,98,100], other alternatives include extended logic formalisms [49], alternative logic operators [110] or other measures
of Boolean function complexity [111]. Third, it can be relevant
to extend the formalism we discuss in the present paper to
quantify cognitive complexity in other domains (beyond
cooperation) where social interactions are also mediated by
reputations [112].
Data accessibility. Code to calculate Boolean complexity is provided in
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1041379. We follow the same simulation procedure described in https://doi.org/10.1038/nature25763 [32].
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